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Abstract

Strong enhancements of outer Van Allen belt electrons have been shown to have a clear dependence on solar wind speed and on the duration of southward interplanetary magnetic field. However, individual case study analyses also have demonstrated that many geomagnetic storms produce little in the way of outer belt enhancements and, in fact, may produce substantial losses of relativistic electrons. In this study, focused upon a key period in August—September 2014, we use GOES geostationary orbit electron flux data and Van Allen Probes particle and fields data to study the process of radiation belt electron acceleration. One particular interval, 13–22 September, initiated by a short-lived geomagnetic storm and characterized by a long period of primarily northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), showed strong depletion of relativistic electrons (including an unprecedented observation of long-lasting depletion at geostationary orbit) while an immediately preceding, and another immediately subsequent, storm showed strong radiation belt enhancement. We demonstrate with these data that two distinct electron populations resulting from magnetospheric substorm activity are crucial elements in the ultimate acceleration of highly relativistic electrons in the outer belt: the source population (tens of keV) that give rise to VLF wave growth and the seed population (hundreds of keV) that are, in turn, accelerated through VLF wave interactions to much higher energies. ULF waves may also play a role by either inhibiting or enhancing this process through radial diffusion effects. If any components of the inner magnetospheric accelerator happen to be absent, the relativistic radiation belt enhancement fails to materialize.

1. Introduction

Early studies of high-energy electrons at geostationary orbit (L ~ 6.6) showed a clear relationship between episodes of high-speed solar wind and subsequent relativistic electron enhancements [Paulikas and Blake, 1979; Baker et al., 1979]. This led to the view that magnetospheric substorm activity driven by high solar wind speed played a key role in providing “seed” electrons of energy up to a few hundred keV in kinetic energy [Baker et al., 1986]. Studies based upon data from the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer and Polar missions also showed that high-speed solar wind streams were effective at producing outer radiation belt electron flux enhancements [Baker et al., 1997; Kanekal et al., 1999]. Using data from the Highly Elliptical Orbit spacecraft, it was also shown that for strong relativistic electron acceleration to occur throughout the entire outer zone, the solar wind was required to have southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) directionality [Blake et al., 1997].

Studies related to this early work demonstrated on a statistical basis that many geomagnetic storms produced relativistic electron flux enhancements at GEO (geostationary orbit), but many other storms did not [Summers et al., 2004; Hudson et al., 2008]. Reeves et al. [2003] specifically showed that ~50% of storms over a several year period exhibited a high-energy electron flux increase while ~25% showed an actual flux decrease during strong storm activity. The remaining 25% of cases showed essentially no flux change...
between the prestorm levels and the poststorm levels. Studies of the “total radiation belt content” [Baker et al., 2004] and a more extended study of GEO flux relations to solar wind drivers [Reeves et al., 2011] found that the relativistic electron-solar wind speed relationship is not a simple linear one. For example, Reeves et al. [2011] found that a scatterplot of electron flux and solar wind speed formed a “triangle” with a speed-dependent lower limit to fluxes but a speed-independent upper limit. Further analysis of the same data set [Li et al., 2011] compared 15 years of solar wind data to GEO observations of MeV electron flux and found that high solar wind speeds are not necessary for MeV enhancements; instead, southward IMF is the essential condition to cause acceleration of MeV electrons in the outer radiation belt.

The Van Allen Probes pair of NASA spacecraft were launched on 30 August 2012. These spacecraft have ideal instruments to measure the relativistic electron component throughout the Van Allen zones. The Relativistic Electron-Proton Telescope (REPT) investigation [Baker et al., 2012] measures ~1 to 20 MeV electrons. The Van Allen Probes also have the Magnetic Electron-Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS) investigation [Blake et al., 2013] to measure low- and medium-energy (~30 keV to ~1 MeV) electrons and complete wave data from the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) experiment [Kletzing et al., 2013]. Together, the overall Van Allen Probes payload has given an unprecedented view of the acceleration, transport, and loss of radiation belt particles.

Early results from the Van Allen Probes mission revealed unexpected morphological features of the Van Allen belts such as a transient third belt or “storage ring” feature [Baker et al., 2013]. This previously unreported aspect of the outer trapping region has been studied in detail theoretically [Thorne et al., 2013a] and had been previously observed only in proton data [Hudson et al., 1997], not electron populations. Another surprising structural feature of the ultrarelativistic electron distribution is the extremely sharp inner edge of the outer zone at L = 2.8 [Baker et al., 2014a]. This work has clearly shown that very strong spatial gradients can persist for long periods in high-energy electron radiation belt distributions. Consequently, the inner zone is shielded from inward radial diffusion and is largely devoid of electrons at energies \( E \gtrsim 1 \text{ MeV} \) [Baker et al., 2014a; Li et al., 2015; Fennell et al., 2015].

Detailed studies of specific events using the dual Van Allen Probes have shown the way in which strong geomagnetic storms can accelerate electrons to relativistic energies. Reeves et al. [2013] studied a powerful storm in October 2012 that exhibited “local” acceleration due to chorus wave interactions with seed electrons at L ~ 4.2. This was modeled by Thorne et al. [2013b] to show very good quantitative understanding of the wave-particle acceleration mechanism. Baker et al. [2014b] studied a period in March 2013 that exhibited both a relatively gradual acceleration event due to a high-speed solar wind stream as well as a separate, very abrupt local acceleration event driven by impact of a strong solar coronal mass ejection (CME). Foster et al. [2014] in a companion paper to Baker et al.’s [2014b] study showed that an intense magnetospheric substorm event played a key and central role in the abrupt relativistic electron acceleration event in March 2013. Again, this particular event occurred deep within the outer radiation belt associated with chorus-wave interactions as in the Reeves et al. [2013] event.

Based on the already extensive studies of outer zone electron acceleration from the Van Allen Probes mission, we have been curious to examine cases where elements of the overall acceleration scenario were missing. An ideal situation presented itself when observations from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) spacecraft [Onsager et al., 1996; Singer et al., 1996] showed an extended, and rather unexpected, anticorrelation of solar wind speed with GEO relativistic electron fluxes. This period in September 2014 is the focus of our detailed, multisatellite study reported here.

### 2. Electron Local “Heating” Acceleration Mechanism

While earlier studies have previously implied this mechanism [e.g., Green and Kivelson, 2004; Chen et al., 2006], several recent studies have documented the indisputable occurrence of localized acceleration of energetic electrons to multi-MeV energies deep within the outer radiation belt (3.5 \( \leq L \leq 5.0 \)). These studies [Reeves et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2014b; Foster et al., 2014] have been bolstered by theoretical modeling [e.g., Thorne et al., 2013b; Li et al., 2014; Tu et al., 2014] to show that low-energy (few to tens of keV) electrons can fuel the growth of chorus waves that, in turn, can act on even more energetic (tens to hundreds of keV) substorm-injected electrons to produce relativistic electrons in the outer zone. This mechanism can operate on quite short time scales.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the key ingredients of the local acceleration mechanism. An isolated event exhibiting this local heating process normally begins with an event: This typically would be a strong southward turning of the IMF which then loads substantial energy into the Earth’s magnetotail. This in turn leads to a strong magnetospheric substorm onset after about a 1 h long growth phase [McPherron et al., 1973]. The substorm onset almost invariably is accompanied by an injection of low- to medium-energy electrons into the Earth’s inner magnetosphere [e.g., Baker et al., 1996, and references therein]. We generally describe the hot plasma (~1 keV) and lower energy energetic electrons (tens of keV) in substorm events as the “source” population of particles. As discussed by Thorne et al. [2013b, and references therein], this source population of particles has anisotropic angular distributions that feed free energy into electromagnetic waves in the lower chorus band. Such chorus waves can, in turn, interact resonantly with higher energy (30–300 keV) electrons also injected by substorms. We call these medium-energy electrons the seed population of particles. These seed electrons can be pumped up in energy by large factors on characteristic time scales of minutes to hours [Summers et al., 2002; Horne et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2013b; Summers et al., 2012].

A question we wish to address in the present paper is what happens if key elements of the acceleration mechanism portrayed in Figure 1 are absent altogether or are taken away at some point in an acceleration sequence? Can we use geostationary orbit, Van Allen Probes, and other data to look at weak or interrupted acceleration events when key steps in the progression do not materialize? Examining such alternative scenarios helps us gain a deeper understanding of how the “normal” acceleration events really work.

3. August–September 2014 Event Overview

Our first recognition of an unusual and quite long-lasting depletion of relativistic electrons in the outer radiation belt came from the real-time operational GOES data at geostationary orbit. Figure 2 provides in the top plots a long run of GOES 13 Magnetospheric Electron Detector data [Hanser, 2011] for the period 1 August 2014 to 15 October 2014 from Telescope 5 whose center pitch angle is close to 90° during most of the period. The lowest energy channel (plotted as the black trace in Figure 2) is for 30 to 50 keV electrons. We call these medium-energy electrons the seed population of particles. Chorus waves Doppler shifted to the cyclotron frequency of the seed population electrons can very efficiently heat (and accelerate) such electrons to multi-MeV energies through resonant interactions [e.g., Boyd et al., 2014]. As shown in Figure 1, substorms are necessary to produce the initial energetic electron population. Thereafter, amplified chorus waves transfer energy from the source electrons to a portion of the seed electrons. These seed electrons can be pumped up in energy by large factors on characteristic time scales of minutes to hours [Summers et al., 2002; Horne et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2013b; Summers et al., 2012].
A striking diminution of $E > 2.0$ MeV electrons below the background level was observed during the period 13 September to 22 September 2014. Such reductions at geostationary orbit, usually of shorter duration than this case, have been reported previously and have been studied extensively [Onsager et al., 2002, 2007; Green et al., 2004]. However, to our knowledge such a deep and long-lasting decrease of relativistic electrons at GEO as this one has not been reported previously. During the entire period shown in Figure 2, the north-south component of the GOES 13 magnetic field (not shown) was positive, indicating that the GOES 13 spacecraft was located inside the magnetopause [Rufenach et al., 1989], while the $E > 2$ MeV electron fluxes were below background levels during 13–22 September. Therefore, the observations show that the trapped $E > 2$ MeV electron population in the magnetosphere—at least near GEO—was greatly depleted and was below GOES instrument background levels for nearly 10 days.

In the lower portion of Figure 2 we show an expanded view of the GOES 13 data for the period 8 September through 25 September 2014. These data demonstrate that electrons in the lower energy ranges (30–200 keV) also were quite reduced in flux levels beginning on 13 September and extending to 16 September. Not until the middle of 16 September did one see a return to the pattern of spikey bursts of these medium-energy electrons. Such bursts are closely associated with substorm injection events [Baker et al., 1996; Sergeev et al., 2015]. From the long run of data shown in Figure 2, we would conclude that the period from 13 to 22 September was remarkably devoid of $E > 2$ MeV electrons and was also quite reduced in the flux and occurrence frequency of substorm-injected medium-energy seed electrons.

The solar wind, IMF, and geomagnetic conditions as they relate to the geostationary orbit electron flux data just described are shown in Figure 3. The top plot presents the auroral electrojet ($A\text{E}$) index, the geomagnetic storm ($D\text{st}$) index, the solar wind dynamic pressure ($P$), the IMF north–south ($B_z$) component, and the solar wind speed ($V$) for the period 25 August to 4 October 2014. The lower portion of Figure 3 shows these same quantities on an expanded time scale for 8–26 September.

A dominant feature of the data portrayed in Figure 3 is the high-speed solar wind stream that was observed beginning on 12 September and lasting until ~16 September. The peak solar wind speed was $>700$ km/s and the speed remained relatively high ($\geq 500$ km/s) for several days. Based on research cited previously [e.g., Baker et al., 1986, 1997a] we would have expected this stream to produce a large, long-lasting enhancement of relativistic electrons at GEO; instead (as shown in Figure 2) the $E > 2$ MeV fluxes were quite depleted.
Other features of the solar wind and geomagnetic drivers for this period are interesting as well. Note in Figure 3 that the leading edge of the high-speed solar wind stream was accompanied by high dynamic solar wind pressure (reaching nearly 20 nPa late on 12 September), potentially indicating a CME (coronal mass ejection) embedded within the high speed stream. The north-south component of the GOES 15 magnetic field (not shown) went strongly negative between 22:18 and 22:23 UT on 12 September when the satellite was ~1.5 h past local noon, indicating that the magnetopause was briefly pushed inward of geostationary orbit [Rufenach et al., 1989]. The increased solar wind speed and dynamic pressure drove strong geomagnetic activity (AE ~ 1000 nT and Dst ~ -90 nT) at that same time. However, abruptly after this peak of geomagnetic activity, the IMF turned strongly northward and it remained so for over a day. In fact, the IMF remained at least weakly northward for most of the period 13–21 September. This prolonged northward IMF—especially on 13–15 September—reduced the AE level to virtually zero. This absence of substorm activity explains the absence of seed population injections witnessed in the GOES 13 data (Figure 2) as discussed above and, most likely, the absence of source population electrons as well.

The period 13 September to roughly 20 September contrasts strikingly with periods preceding (27 August to 7 September) and succeeding (22 September to 2 October) the interval of our central attention. Both of these other “bracketing” time intervals had high, almost continuously fluctuating levels of geomagnetic activity (as measured by the AE index). In fact, both of these adjacent periods are quite similar to the pattern
termed “high-intensity, long-duration, continuous AE activity” (HILDCAA) intervals [Tsurutani et al., 1995]. As noted in recent studies [Miyoshi and Kataoka, 2008; Hajra et al., 2015], HILDCAA events can often be quite effective at producing high-energy electrons at geostationary orbit. This is well borne out by examination of the GOES 13 data in Figure 2 and by comparing those data with the AE and IMF records in Figure 3. Additionally, in Figure 4, the 27 August event appears to be a particularly well-behaved acceleration event, with source energy electrons appearing prior to seed and MeV populations, and sustaining high fluxes well into the buildup of the MeV belt.

A broader view of energetic electron properties throughout the outer radiation belt is shown in Figure 4 based on Van Allen Probes measurements. This multipanel plot shows color-coded intensities of electrons in various selected energy ranges from ~5 keV (top) to 5.6 MeV (bottom) for the period 25 August through 4 October 2014, from the Van Allen Probes Radiation Belt Storm Probes Energetic Particle, Composition, and Thermal Plasma (RBSP-ECT) instrument suite [Spence et al., 2013]. The top plot is from the Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron (HOPE) experiment [Funsten et al., 2013], the next three panels are from the MagEIS experiment [Blake et al., 2013], and the lower three panels are from the REPT experiment [Baker et al., 2013]. The data are portrayed as a function of [Mcllwain, 1966] L parameter (vertical axis) and time (horizontal axis) for each energy range. During this period, the apogee of the Van Allen Probes was located near 5.5 magnetic local time (MLT), and the local time coverage above L = 4.0 encompassed the dawn sector covering ~1.5–8.5 MLT.

As is evident from Figure 4, electrons from a few keV to several MeV were all concurrently depleted early on 27 August at the beginning of the Dst and AE enhancement on that date (see Figure 3). Thereafter, progressively higher and higher energy particles built up in flux throughout the days of 27 August and 28 August. This enhancement of electron intensity occurred from L ~ 3.5 out to the edge of the radiation belt sampled by Van Allen Probes (L ≥ 6.5). High-energy electron flux enhancement persisted until 13 September. As was noted above, the electron enhancement seen throughout most of the outer zone from 27 August to ~7 September was closely associated with the HILDCAA-like period identified in the simultaneous AE and IMF data (Figure 3).
Given the strong solar wind speed increase on 12 September, we would have expected a large further relativistic electron flux increase on 13 September and the days following. Instead, the fluxes measured by the Van Allen Probes at energies from ~1 MeV to at least 7 MeV were seen to have been strongly depleted. This depletion lasted from the beginning of 13 September to 22–24 September (depending on particle energy). The flux reduction seen by the Van Allen Probes sensors comports very well with the flux reduction interval also seen by GOES 13 (see Figure 2) as described previously.

From Figure 4 it is seen that the ~5 keV and ~30 keV electrons were diminished over essentially all L shells (Figures 4a and 4b) on 13 September and largely remained so until ~19 September. This is indicative of the source electron population being substantially reduced in association with the dropout of relativistic electrons. On the other hand—and somewhat curiously—the ~350 keV electrons (Figure 4c) appear to be rapidly transported deeper into the outer zone over the period 12 September into 13 September, meaning that the seed population was actually enhanced during the period 13–16 September (at least for 3.0 ≤ L ≤ 4.5). Short-lived depletions for ~350 keV at 90° pitch angles are evident just after the storm main phase (Figure 5), although they are quickly built up to prestorm levels within hours. Thus, it can be the case that source electrons and relativistic electrons can be depleted in the long term even while seed electrons get (at least locally) enhanced. The distinctly different behavior between the 350 keV (seed) electrons and those at higher (>MeV) energy is probably related to the prevailing radial phase space density (PSD) gradient. Electrons with magnetic moment below a few hundred MeV/G have a positive

Figure 5. Pitch angle distribution spectrograms for selected (top) REPT and MagEIS energies for the period of magnetopause shadowing loss during the main phase of the 12 September storm and (bottom) McIlwain L-shell value calculated in the TS04 magnetic field model.
radial gradient, while those with higher magnetic moment develop peaks near \(L \sim 4-4.5\) associated with local acceleration during the previous\mbox{ }magnetic storm. As demonstrated later in section 5, during the period around September 13 there was a considerable increase in ULF wave activity, which would rapidly drive lower energy electrons inward and lead to enhanced flux at lower \(L\) as observed. The increase in radial diffusion would also drive relativistic electrons outside the PSD peak toward the magnetopause boundary where they would be lost by magnetopause shadowing. Removal of the relativistic population inside the PSD peak may require another mechanism such as loss to the atmosphere by EMIC scattering, but confirmation of this will require detailed quantitative modeling.

Note in Figure 4 that on 22 September to late 24 September (depending on electron energy), the relativistic electron populations were substantially restored to high-intensity levels. This restoration corresponded to a clear period of strong AE activity and, hence, to further HILDCAA-like behavior. High electron fluxes continued to be seen until ~4 October in association with the elevated AE and solar wind activity. Comparing Figure 2 with Figure 4, we again note that the electron behavior for the broad range of \(L\) values sampled by the Van Allen Probes instruments comports well with the electron fluxes measured at the more limited \(L\) range sampled by GOES 13.

4. Detailed Examination of the 12–24 September Depletion Event

The rapid decrease of radiation belt electrons late on 12 September shown in Figure 4 is quite distinctive. The decrease was observed at energies of a few keV as well as from \(~1\) MeV up to the multi-MeV range. In Figure 5 we show pitch angle versus time plots, color-coded by flux intensity, for several selected Van Allen Probes energy channels. We see that beginning at \(~19:50\) UT on 12 September and for the next several hours, the electrons measured by sensors on the RBSP-A spacecraft showed strong minima at 90° pitch angles at \(L > 6\). This is consistent with the magnetopause “shadowing” mechanism \cite[e.g.,][]{Wilken1982,Turner2012,Hietala2014} and suggests that the radiation belt depletion was caused by particles being lost through the dayside magnetospheric boundary. This picture is supported by two pieces of evidence: (1) the \cite{Shue1998} model gives a magnetopause standoff distance close to GEO for several
hours during the depletion event and (2) the enhancement in ULF wave power during this time is sufficient to drive this process (discussed further in the next section). As expected, similar pitch angle distributions for GOES 13 [Hartley et al., 2013] in the 30–200 keV electron energy range (Figure 6) also show such depletions in the 90° pitch angle range. Notably, this figure demonstrates that overall electron intensities at GEO in this energy range were much reduced from 13 September onward.

5. Observed Wave Activity

From the scenario portrayed in Figure 1, we would expect that an absence of substorm activity on 13 September and on subsequent days would mean that the source populations of electrons would be quite reduced. Without ample source electrons to supply free energy, the chorus wave activity should diminish greatly as well. Figure 7 shows EMFISIS wave data for 12–14 September and for 21–23 September. The top plots for the time of radiation belt depletion (late on 12 September into 13 September) show that lower band chorus went away almost completely on 13 and 14 September in the vicinity of the Van Allen Probes. This remained largely the case (data not shown here) until 22 September when the lower band chorus reemerged (see bottom plots in Figure 7).

A more global indicator of chorus wave activity comes from Polar-Orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) data. This recently developed technique [Li et al., 2013] uses POES electron precipitation data over 30–100 keV to infer chorus wave intensity. Figure 8 shows that, indeed, chorus wave activity was strong until late on 12 September and early on 13 September. Wave activity then was minimal at all MLT sectors from later on 13 September through 18 September. A brief episode of chorus enhancement occurred on 19–21 September, but strong chorus resurgence did not occur until 22 September. This is when GOES saw a return of substorm electron injections (Figure 2) and when the AE index again became enhanced (see Figure 3). These injections and enhanced AE activity occurred after the fluctuating $B_z$ component of the IMF turned weakly southward at approximately 02:00 UT on 22 September, never decreasing below $-5$ nT for the rest of the day.
The contribution to this process as a whole by ultralow frequency (ULF) waves is likely an enhancement or suppression of individual episodes in the normal sequence depending on the phase space density gradient and the magnetopause location. Figure 9 shows an overview of the Pc5 ULF power in the compressional component as observed in situ by the Van Allen Probes’ EMFISIS fluxgate magnetometers. The figure indicates that both spacecraft saw almost identical ULF wave activity that can be summarized as follows. The Pc5 power was enhanced during the main phase of the 12 September storm and lasted through 13 September before settling at prestorm levels. The power spectral density peak occurs at approximately 5–6 mHz over the orbit of enhanced power from 12 to 13 September. At this frequency, for a drift resonance condition given as $\omega_{\text{wave}} = n_{\text{wave}} \omega_{\text{drift}}$ and assuming $m = 1$, we expect resonance for

---

**Figure 8.** Inferred chorus wave amplitudes by using a proxy based on POES electron precipitation measurements (30–100 keV). (top) AL index. (middle) Evolution of inferred chorus wave amplitude averaged over 04:00–08:00 MLT, where the apogees of the Van Allen Probes were located. (bottom) Evolution of inferred chorus wave amplitude averaged over all MLTs.

The contribution to this process as a whole by ultralow frequency (ULF) waves is likely an enhancement or suppression of individual episodes in the normal sequence depending on the phase space density gradient and the magnetopause location. Figure 9 shows an overview of the Pc5 ULF power in the compressional component as observed in situ by the Van Allen Probes’ EMFISIS fluxgate magnetometers. The figure indicates that both spacecraft saw almost identical ULF wave activity that can be summarized as follows. The Pc5 power was enhanced during the main phase of the 12 September storm and lasted through 13 September before settling at prestorm levels. The power spectral density peak occurs at approximately 5–6 mHz over the orbit of enhanced power from 12 to 13 September. At this frequency, for a drift resonance condition given as $\omega_{\text{wave}} = n_{\text{wave}} \omega_{\text{drift}}$ and assuming $m = 1$, we expect resonance for

---

**Figure 9.** ULF power spectral density overview during the September storm through to the recovery of the MeV: 11–30 September.
electrons with energies of 5 MeV to >8 MeV. However, with higher mode numbers, the resonant energy can decrease to as low as 100s of keV. Indeed, a distribution of mode numbers is possible up to $m > 15$, particularly during times of high-speed solar wind [Elkington et al., 2012; Claudepierre et al., 2008]. Thus, ULF waves may have played a direct role in the disappearance of the outer belt on 13 September by driving outward radial diffusion from multi-MeV energies down to seed population energies.

ULF power is again enhanced following 24 September, during the reappearance of the MeV outer belt. Similarly to the previous episode, the observed ULF peak frequencies would most readily resonate with multi-MeV to 100s of keV electrons. ULF waves may be partly responsible for the rebuilding of the outer belt after 24 September. However, the chorus waves reappear at an earlier time, on 22 September, as the Van Allen Probes start to observe acceleration occurring over a wide energy range. Until a deeper analysis is performed, the effect of the enhanced ULF wave power on the particle energization or inward diffusion is not immediately straightforward.

6. Spectral Changes During Storm Times

Early work at GEO [e.g., Baker et al., 1986] suggested that energetic electron spectra could be adequately approximated as simple power law distributions. During the period of high solar wind speed and strong substorm activity, it was inferred that a steep power law was appropriate. This meant there were copious quantities of lower energy (source and seed) electrons, while on the trailing edge of high-speed streams the spectrum was much harder with large relative enhancement of electrons in the MeV and multi-MeV range. The comprehensive measurements from the Van Allen Probes sensors (MagEIS and REPT) allow us to examine more thoroughly such spectral properties throughout the course of both enhancement and depletion events.

Figure 10 shows composite energy spectra at $L = 4.5$ beginning on 9 September before the outer belt depletion all the way through to after the restoration of the relativistic population on 27 September. We see from the high-resolution spectral data that the energy distributions cannot typically be described as simple power laws. Instead, during times of active solar wind forcing (12–14 September and 19–21 September) the spectrum is better described as an exponential ($j = j_0 e^{-E/E_0}$) spectrum. During the times of relativistic electron enhancement (9–10 September and 21–23 September) the spectrum is quite remarkable with a broad, almost flat characteristic from below $E \sim 100$ keV all the way to $E \sim 1.0$ MeV. Only above $E = 1$ MeV are the electron fluxes elevated.

After the relativistic electron dropout during the 12 September storm, the tens of keV source population continues to decline, yet the hundreds of keV seed population remains elevated until a dramatic drop on 17 September, as was noted earlier. From 19 September onward, when the high-speed stream reaches the magnetosphere, the seed population remains high, then drops, then regains higher flux levels after 25 September. In this way, the behavior of the seed energies is very similar between the 12 September and the 19 September storms. However, the behavior of the source population at the lowest energy range is very different over the two events. The tens of keV source energy electrons show essentially no change from 19 September through 27 September. With the source population level remaining high, the chorus waves are able to grow and, over time, accelerate the seed population to the MeV energies that are seen returning after 22 September. This novel look at the high-resolution energy spectrum in the outer radiation belt presents the picture of three distinct electron populations; a departure from the previous portrayal of two power law spectra that join in the hundreds of keV region. Careful observation reveals a full radiation belt electron spectrum that often shows a plateau in the middle-energy regime and revolves or rocks around 600–700 keV throughout varying solar wind and geomagnetic activity.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

Early research discussed previously in this paper established that a prevalent pattern of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling occurs during strong solar wind forcing events. In this pattern, high solar wind speed leads to strong substorm activity and from this there emerges a source/seed population of electrons that ordinarily is further processed within the magnetosphere to produce a relativistic electron population throughout much of the outer radiation zone. This sequence occurs commonly enough that linear prediction filter analysis has
revealed the “transfer function” between solar wind drivers and radiation belt responses [Baker et al., 1990]. By convolving the prediction filter response function with the measured upstream solar wind speed, for example, the linear prediction filter can provide a several day forecast of expected relativistic electron fluxes at GEO, based on the Baker et al. [1990] analysis. This work has formed the basis for the Relativistic Electron Forecast Model that has, for many years, been operational at the Space Weather Prediction Center of NOAA in Boulder, Colorado (www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/relativistic-electron-forecast-model).

As was noted previously, however, statistical studies of the relationship of solar wind speed and total electron radiation belt content [Baker et al., 2004] or GEO relativistic electron fluxes [Reeves et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011] show that there can be very high radiation belt particle fluxes even when concurrent solar wind speeds are quite low. Thus, there is tremendous scatter in the data. What is demonstrably true is that relativistic electron fluxes in the outer Van Allen belt only seldom are low when the solar wind speed is high; thus, a triangular distribution pattern is found for the scatterplots of flux and its moments (number and energy density and temperature) versus solar wind speed [Baker et al., 2004; Reeves et al., 2011; Hartley et al., 2014]: High fluxes at low solar wind speeds are common, but there are few cases of low fluxes (or low number and energy densities) at high solar wind speeds.

The work presented here shows that at least some of the time, the above pattern is violated. When the IMF is northward during and after a high-speed solar wind stream period, the outer zone electron flux level can be quite low throughout the stream period. From the statistical studies cited above, such events must be relatively rare. In most cases of high-speed streams, there must be enough southward IMF to produce substorm injections of source and seed electrons.

The results presented in this paper make it quite clear that the radiation belt accelerator is a rather finely tuned “machine.” If the IMF does not have a southward component during an episode of high solar wind flow speed, then magnetospheric substorm activity does not occur. Without substorms, there is no injection of hot plasma and energetic electrons into the region $5 \leq L \leq 7$. Without the source particles (up to tens of keV energy) the lower band chorus waves are not produced (amplified). Without chorus waves—even if there are residual seed population electrons—there is not an effective acceleration event for multi-MeV electrons in the outer zone. Moreover, not all substorms are capable of initiating this process. For example, the particle

![Figure 10. Evolution of energy spectrum across MagEIS and REPT energies: 9–27 September. The gap in the energy spectra from $>1$ MeV to $\sim 2.5$ MeV is due to missing MagEIS data channels over this full event period. All spectra are taken from outbound passes at magnetic latitude $\leq \sim 5^\circ$.](image)
injections on 16 September, mentioned earlier as ending a 3 day period of decreasing fluxes, injected a source population over a limited L range and lacked a substantially enhanced seed population; the injections were only prominent in the 30–100 keV fluxes at GOES 13 (Figure 2) and did not extend inward of L = 5.5–6 (Figure 4). In contrast, the injections on 22 September had a large >100 keV component at GOES 13 (Figure 2) and were associated with a large increase in MagEIS 30 keV fluxes nearly to L = 4 (Figure 4) and with an increase in E > 2 MeV fluxes above the GOES instrument backgrounds.

This paper has also addressed to some extent the questions surrounding the role of ULF waves in the acceleration, transport, and loss of relativistic electrons in the outer zone. As shown, for example, by Rostoker et al. [1998], ULF wave power enhancements often are associated with relativistic electron outer belt flux increases. In this paper, we have confirmed such an association throughout the outer radiation zone. It appears that ULF waves play two key roles: (1) enhanced outward diffusion of electrons toward the magnetopause to help drive radiation belt depletion and (2) enhanced inward radial diffusion of mildly relativistic electrons (1–2 MeV) to pump up electrons to multi-MeV energies in the trailing part of high-speed solar wind streams. However, the full significance of ULF involvement in the process detailed here is not entirely clear, and further study is planned to evaluate the role of ULF waves in this time period, and other analogous events.
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